Results: 15 studies were included encompassing 3,795 women; 1,246 in the subgroup 'mild male infertility' and 1,188 in 'normal semen quality'. Clinical pregnancy was reported by all studies, and there is no evidence of a difference between single and double IUI (figure 1). We could not identify a particular subgroup that could benefit from the intervention. Evidence for live birth, ectopic pregnancy, and miscarriage was too imprecise because they were reported by too few studies. Conclusions: Currently, there is no evidence to support the use of double IUI in clinical practice. It requires a second appointment and insemination, thus making the treatment more complex and expensive, without a clear evidence of a benefit. Nevertheless, evidence is still of low quality and our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: the true effect may be substantially different from the hereby demonstrated.
Objectives: To identify, appraise and summarise the available data, concerning the real impact of HPV infection on the woman and the reproductive outcomes following in vitro fertilisation (IVF).
Methods:
We searched for studies on PubMed, Embase, Scopus, Lilacs and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials from inception to Mar-2017. Any type of HPV infection in the woman assessed through PCR, subfertility factors and IVF indications and protocols were considered. Our outcomes were live birth/ongoing pregnancy, clinical pregnancy and miscarriage. We assessed the relative risk (RR), using a random-effects model; heterogeneity was assessed by I 2 statistics. The quality of the evidence was evaluated using the recommendations from GRADE working group. Results: Data from eight studies evaluating 208 women with HPV infection and 965 women without HPV infection were included in the analyses. The pooled results showed no significant difference in live birth/ongoing pregnancy (RR=1.16, 95%CI=0.88-1.53, I 2 =0%, 6 studies, 983 women), clinical pregnancy (RR=1.06, 95%CI=0.74-1.54, I
2 =61%, 8 studies, 1173 women), and miscarriage rates (RR=1.58, 95%CI=0.93-2.69, I 2 =8%, 6 studies, 290 clinical pregnancies). The overall quality of the evidence was very low, downgraded two levels because of serious limitations of included studies (observational studies) and imprecision. Conclusions: The available evidence is still insufficient to conclude about the effect of the HPV infection of the woman have on the most important reproductive outcomes following IVF; however, it suggests that the effect (negative or positive) is not very large for live birth/ongoing pregnancy and clinical pregnancy rates. Nov-2013 and Jul-2015 . Three different ultrasound techniques were applied: two-dimensional gray scale ultrasound using air+saline as contrast media (2D-HyCoSy); twoand three-dimensional gray scale ultrasound using foam as contrast media (2D/3D-HyFoSy); and the same technique but adding bi-directional power Doppler (2D/3D-Doppler-HyFoSy). The videos containing full standardised exams using these three techniques were split into three parts, anonymised, encoded, randomised and reassessed on Nov-2015 by two observers who assessed tubal patency using standardised criteria. These observers were blinded to any clinical information and each other's result. Each tube was analysed independently and laparoscopy and dye was considered the reference standard. We assessed the proportion of observed agreement (OA), Cohen's Kappa (k) for assessing the inter-observer reliability/agreement and the Sensitivity (Sn)/Specificity (Sp) for assessing the diagnostic test accuracy.
Results:
The inter-observer reliability/agreement of 2D/3D-Doppler-HyFoSy (OA=0.99%; k=0.95; 95%CI=0.93-0.97) was better than 2D-Air/saline-HyCoSy (OA=83%; k=0.55; 95%CI=0.40-0.68) and 2D/3D-HyFoSy (OA=92%; k=0.67, 95%CI=0.54-0.76). The diagnostic test accuracy of the three methods were: 2D-HyCoSy (Sn=100%/80%; Sp=79%/77%; observer A/B), 2D/3D-HyFoSy (Sn=60%/80%; Sp=91%/87%), and 2D/3D-Doppler-HyFoSy (Sn=80%/80%; Sp=93%/92%).
Conclusions:
The interobserver reliability and agreement of tubal patency evaluating stored videos are improved when power Doppler is used during acquisition.
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